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Bi-Lipschitz embeddings 
into low-dimensional Euclidean spaces 
J I Ř Í MATOUŠEK 
Abstract. Let (X, d), (Y, p) be metric spaces and / : X —• Y an infective mapping. We put 
l i / I U = s u p { ^ y y ) ; x , y € X,x*y}, d(x,y) 
and dist(f) = ||/||i,t>||/"~1|Ut> (the distortion of the mapping / ) . The distortion can be 
considered as a measure of "faithfulness" of the mapping from a metric point of view. The 
Lipschitz distance of X from subspaces of Y is defined as follows: 
dist(X, C V) = inf{dist(f);f : X —> Y an injective mapping}. 
We investigate the maximum possible Lipschitz distance of a n-point metric space X 
from subspaces of ^-dimensional Euclidean space Ek (where k is a small fixed number); 
let us denote this quantity by / (n , k). We obtain the following bounds: 
/ ( n , * ) = 8 ( n ) (A: = 1,2) 
f(n, k) = 0(n2'*(log n)3'2) (k > 3) 
/(n,Jfe)=Q(n2/fc) (k even), 
f(n,k) = Q(n2/<*+1>) (k odd). 
Keywords: Euclidean space, finite matric spaces, distortion, Lipschitz distance 
Classification'. 51K99, 54E35, 54C25 
1. Introduction. 
We shall consider the following type of problem: Given a finite metric space X, 
embed it into a low-dimensional Euclidean space as faithfully as possible. Such 
a problem often arises in practical applications, e.g. in numerical taxonomy. A ma-
trix of distances (dissimilarities) among objects is given (measured, computed), and 
it is desirable to present this information in a more intuitive way, namely by a two-
or three-dimensional picture, where the Euclidean distances among points should 
correspond to the prescribed distances of objects. 
It is easily seen that there are finite metric spaces which cannot be isometrically 
embedded into an Euclidean space (the isometric embeddability into Euclidean and 
Hilbert spaces has been nicely characterized by Schoenberg - see e.g. [Scho38]), 
therefore some approximate solution is desirable. This problem has been considered 
in the literature for quite a long time. The paper [Kru64] proposes a solution, which 
has been modified and refined many times: Here the "faithfulness" criterion is some 
norm of a matrix, arising as the difference of the prescribed matrix of distances and 
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the matrix of actual distances of points in the embedding under consideration. For 
many types of matrix norms, efficient algorithm is known for computing an optimal 
embedding under this criterion (see [Mat85]). 
The above criterion has some drawback, namely it tends to emphasize the faith-
fulness for large distances in the original matrix, and the small distances may be 
distorted quite a lot in an optimal embedding (this has been observed e.g. in 
[Hei88]). The motivation of this paper is to investigate the possibilities of good 
embeddings under another criterion of faithfulness - so-called distortion, which es-
sentially says how much the embedding spoils the distance ratios. Let us introduce 
the necessary definitions. 
Let (Jf, d)y (Y", p) be metric spaces and / : X —• Y an injective mapping. We put 
\\fhiP = mw{^%l'{\
y));x,v€ X,z* y}, d(x, y) 
and dist(f) = H/HLip.H/^IUtp (*ne distortion of the mapping / ) . The Lipschitz 
distance of X from subspaces of Y is defined as follows: 
dist(X,C Y) = ini{dist(f); f : X —> Y an injective mapping }. 
Let us introduce one more notion needed in the proofs. 
We call a mapping / : (K,(f) —> (Y,p) non-contracting if p(f(x),f(y)) > d(x,y) 
for every x, y € X. Obviously in / goes into an Euclidean space, we may modify it 
to a non-contracting mapping without changing its distortion. 
In this paper, we shall consider the following problem: what can be the maximal 
possible Lipschitz distance of a n-point metric space from subspaces of Ek, where 
k is a (small) prescribed natural number? 
The above introduced notions of distortion and Lipschitz distance and also the 
interest in Lipschitz distances of finite metric spaces from subspaces of Banach 
spaces are not new. They appear naturally in so-called Local Banach Space Theory, 
which investigates the structure of finite-dimensional subspaces of various Banach 
spaces, in particular the Lp-spaces. 
For earlier results, we mention the classical and elegant papers of Enflo [Enf69a], 
[Enf69b]. Both these papers give lower bounds on the Lipschitz distances of certain 
finite metric spaces from subspaces of Hilbert space, and this is used to establish 
non-existence of a uniform embedding of some Banach space into Hilbert space. 
There are many more papers with such a flavor, and recently the embedding of finite 
metric spaces into Banach spaces has been investigated as a subject of independent 
interest (see e.g. [AM83],[Bou85],[BFM86],[BMW86], [JLS87]). 
As for the embeddings of finite metric spaces into Euclidean spaces, J.Bourgain 
[Bou85] proved that any n-point metric space can be embedded into En with 
distortion O(logn). An interesting result ("flattening lemma") is proved in [JL84]; 
we shall quote this result and use some ingredients of the proof in Section 4. 
We know of no previous quantitative results concerning our problem, i.e. the 
minimum necessary distortion needed to embed an n-point metric space into Ek 
(for small fixed k). We shall obtain some asymptotic upper and lower bounds; for 
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k = 1 and all even k the upper bound essentially matches the lower bound, while 
for odd k > 3 there remains a gap. The most surprising result we get is that as 
for the worst-case distortion, the spaces E1 and E2 differ only insignificantly (by 
a constant multiple), while E2 and Ez differ much more substantially. 
2. Statement of results. 
For k = 1 we shall get the most exact upper bound by a specific method, which 
does not seem to generalize to higher dimensions. 
Theorem 2.1. Every n-point metric space can be embedded into E1 with distortion 
at most 12n. 
The above upper bound is also the best one we can get for k = 2. For k > 3 we 
have the following result: 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a n-point subset of En and letZ<k< Inn. Then 
dist(X, C Ek) = 0(n2'kx/logn/k). 
Let us remark that the condition k < Inn could be replaced by k < C. log n (then 
the constant of proportionality in the bound on the Lipschitz distance will depend 
on C); this would made the calculations slightly less transparent. 
It is known that every n-point metric space can be embedded into En with distor-
tion O(logn) [Bou85], while the distortions needed for embeddings into Euclidean 
spaces of small (fixed) dimension are of much larger order. For this reason we have 
restricted ourselves to the case when X is a subspace of some Euclidean space in 
the above theorem. 
Let us now turn to the lower bound question. An easy way to get a lower bound 
is a "volume argument": Let Dn denote a n-point metric space, in which every two 
distinct points have distance 1. A simple consideration shows that any embedding 
of Dn into E
k must have distortion at least ^(n 1 /*) : 
Suppose that / : Dn —• E
k is a non-contracting map with Lipschitz constant 
L. Choose x0 £ Dn. Each f(y) lies in the ball B(f(xo),L), and so each ball 
B(f(y), 1/2) is contained in B(f(xo),L + 1/2). At the same time, for distinct y's, 
the balls B(f(y), 1/2) are disjoint and so their total volume does not exceed the 
volume of B(f(x0),L + 1/2). This gives (2L + 1)* > n, or L > (n
1/* - l ) /2 . 
The above lower bound is asymptotically tight for k = 1. However, for larger k 
there are more serious obstructions to a "nice" embedding of a finite metric space 
into Ek, given by topological properties of Ek (namely by the non-realizability of 
some m-dimensional simplicial complexes in JE?2m). This method also yields the 
"bad" space for Ek lying in Ek+1 or Ek+2. 
Theorem 2 .3 . For every fixed m > 1 and every n, there exists a n-point subspace 
X ofE2m+\ with 
dist(X,C E2m) ~ Sl(n1/m). 
It seems that the metric spaces from the previous theorem, requiring distortion 
of order n1/"* for embedding into E2m, are pathological in some sense and that 
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for "typical" n-point metric spaces the necessary distortion is much smaller. This 
cannot be fully formalized, but one can show e.g. the following: 
Let 1 < k < m be fixed integers; put d = (\m/k\ — l ) /m. Let a metric space X 
arise by an independent random choice of n points from the uniform distribution 
in the unit cube of Em. Then for every fixed e > 0, the probability Prob(di&t(X, C 
Ek) > nd+e) tends to 0 for n -> oo. 
So, in particular, although there exist n-point subsets of 253, whose embedding 
into the plane requires the distortion of linear order, a randomly chosen n-point 
subset of the unit cube in E3 typically admits embedding with distortion of order 
at most nll%+e. 
We shall not give a proof of the above statement here; it can be found in [Ma89]. 
3 . Embedding into real line. 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 2.L 
For the following considerations, it will be useful to imagine the metric space 
(X,p) as a complete graph on |K | vertices, whose edges are labeled by the cor-
responding distances. This weighted graph will be denoted also by X, and the 
weight of an edge will be called its length. A graph G(X, < d) (where d is a positive 
number) arises from X by deleting all edges with length greater than d. 
Further let us denote 
a(X) = inf{d; G(X, < d) is connected}. 
Obviously cr(X) can also be expressed as 
a(X) = inf {p(A, B); A±%±B, (A, B) is a partition of K}, 
and from this one sees that v(X) is also the length of the longest edge of any 
minimum spanning tree for X. 
First we prove the following 
Lemma 3 .1 . Let (X,p) be a n-point metric space, v € X a point of X. Let us put 
A = 2ncr(X). Then there exists a non-contracting mapping <\> : X —• [0,A], such 
that <t>(v) = 0 and for every x € X the following holds: 
<l>(x) > p(v, x)y A — <t>(x) > p(v, x). 
PROOF : Let T be a minimum spanning tree for X. T has n — 1 edges and the 
length of every edge is at most o(X), hence the total length of edges of X is at 
most (n — l)a(X) < A/2. It is well known that any weighted graph, whose weights 
satisfy the triangle inequality, contains a Hamiltonian circuit of length at most 2D, 
where D denotes the total edge length of a minimum spanning tree for this graph. 
So let H = (v = x\, £2, • • • i £n, %i = v) be a Hamiltonian circuit of length at most 
Ai, i.e. 
p(xiiX2) + p(x2lx3) + . . . -rp(xn,x1) < A. 
Let us define 
<f>(xi) = p(xux2) + p(x2ix3) -f . •. + p(xi-i,Xi), i = 1 , . . . ,n . 
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The triangle inequality gives for every pair Xi,Xj (i < j) 
p(*i,Zj) < p(Xi,Xi+i) + p(xi+i,Xi+2) + • • 'p(Xj^i,Xj) = \</>(Xi) - <t>(Xj)\, 
so that the mapping </> is non-contracting. The condition involving the vertex t; can 
be verified similarly. • 
Proof of Theorem 2.1: In the proof, we shall work with rooted trees. A rooted 
tree arises from an usual graph-theoretic tree by choosing one vertex as the root. 
Then we say that a vertex u is a successor of t; if t; lies on the (unique) path from u 
to the root; u is a son of t; if it is its a successor and u, t; are connected by an edge. 
The inverse relation to successor (resp. son) is called predecessor (resp. father). 
We shall prove the following stronger statement by induction on n: 
Statement 3.2. Let (X,p) be a n-point metric space and v € X some its point. Let 
us put B = 6na(X). Then there exists a non-contracting mapping f : X —• [0, B] 
such that \\f\\up < 12n and for every x € X it is 
f(x) > p(x, v), B - f(x) > p(x, v). 
This statement is obviously true for n = 1 (in this case we put a(X) = 0). 
Let IKI = n > 1, a = a(X) and let T be a fixed minimum spanning tree of X. 
Let us consider the graph G(X, < a/2). This graph is disconnected; let K denote 
the set of all its components. * 
The following is a simple but important observation: The set of vertices of every 
component K € K induces a connected subgraph in T (in other words, if there is _ 
a path between two vertices u, t; in the graph G, in which every edge has length at 
most a/2, then also the unique path between u and t; in the spanning tree T has 
this property). It is easily seen that if T did not have this property, then we would 
be able to find a spanning tree of smaller total edge length. 
We shall now define an auxiliary rooted tree S. The set of vertices will be V(S) = 
K. The root of S is chosen arbitrarily (let it be a component R). Components 
K,L € K will be joined by an edge in S iff there is an edge joining them in the tree 
T. For every component K € AC we shall fix one its vertex VK' For R, VR is chosen 
arbitrarily, and for the remaining components K, VK will be the vertex of K which 
is joined by an edge in T to a vertex of the father of K in S. 
For every K € K we have a(K) < a/2 and |K | < n. By the inductive hypothesis 
(Statement 3.2) we can choose for every K a non-contracting mapping / # : K —• 
[0,3|K|a] with Lipschitz constant at most 12|K |, such that for every point x € K 
Mx) > p(x, vK), 3<r|K| - fK(x) > p(x, vK). 
The required embedding of the metric space X into E1 will now be built induc-
tively, proceeding from the leaves of the tree S to its root, using the embeddings of 
the components we already have at our disposal. 
Let a component K be a vertex of S and let SK be the subtree of S determined 
by K (i.e. containing just the successors of K in S, including K). Further, let us 
denote by UK the set of all vertices of the components contained in the subtree SK-
Let K € K. We shall prove the following statement: 
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Statement 3.3. There exists a mapping gK : UK -> [®,BK], where BK < 6cr\UK\, 
satisfying 
(i) 9K is non-contracting 
(ii) \\g\\LiP < 12\UK\ 
(iii) For every x € UK ihe following holds: 
gK(x) > p(x, vK) + a, BK- gK(x) > p(x, vK) + cr. 
The validity of this statement for K = R (the root of S) already implies State-
ment 3.2. 
The proof of 3.3 is easy when K is a leaf of the tree 5. Then it suffices to put 
9K(X) = fK(x) + cr for every x € UK (in (iii), we use the inequality 3<7|£/#| < 
6cr\UK\-2a). 
So let us assume that K is an inner vertex of S and let Statement 3.3 hold for 
each of its sons in 5. Further let <f>: K —• [0, \K\a] be the non-contracting mapping 
guaranteed by Lemma 3.1 for X = K and v = VK (here one again uses &(K) < a/2). 
Let us denote the vertices of K by u\,... , uq in such a way that <f>(u\) < <t>(u2) < 
. . . < <f>(uq) (so vK = «i) . For j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,q, let Mj = {Kjtl,Kjt2,... ,K i > m ( i )} 
be the set of those components of SK> which are directly connected by an edge in 
T to the vertex Uj. Let M = Mi U M2 U . . . U Mq (i.e. M contains just all sons of 
K in S). 
Now we shall define auxiliary numbers ytJ and the mapping gK as follows: 
gK(x)=fK(x) + a (x£K) 
yhl =<7 + 3<J\K\ + <t>(ui) = Cr + 3(T\K\ 
9K(X) =9Kltl(x) + yi,i (* ^ KM) 
yi,2 =yi,i + 6c|£/KM | 
9K(X) ~9Klt2(x) + yi,2 (
x € ^1,2) 
yi,3 =yi,2 + 6(T|!7Ki,2l 
9K(x) ~9Kttm(l)(x) + yi,m(l) (
X e Khm(l)) 
y2,i =yi,m(i) + 6(T\UKl,m(l) I + ^ 2 ) - <l>(ui) 
9K(X) =9K2tl (x) + y2,i (
x € ^2,1) 
y2,2 =y2,i + 6<?\UK2,I I 
9K(x) =0* f . l i m ( f_ t>(*) + y«-l,m(<r-l) (
x € ^g-l,m(g-l)) 
y*,i =^i ,m ( , - i ) +6H^,.1,m(.-i)l
 + ^K)-^K-0 
0K(*) =yiCf(m(f)(x) + yqtm(q) (
X € ^f,m(g)) 
BK =yg,m(,) + 6<H^f,«.«) I
+ 1*1" " «»*)+ * 
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The total length of the interval containing the image of gK according to the above 
scheme is 
BK < 2a + 3a\K\ + a\K\ + £ (6a|L |) < 6a\UK\ - 3a\K\ + a\K\ + 2a < 6a\UK\. 
L€M 
It remains to verify that the above defined mapping gK satisfies all the conditions 
of Statement 3.3. 
Let x,y be two distinct points of UK. If both x,y lie in the same set UL (L € 
M), resp. they both lie in K, then (i),(ii) follows from the assumptions on gi 
(resp. on f K ) . Suppose that none of these cases occurs. It is p(x,y) > a/2, while 
\QK(X) ~9K(y)\ < 6<T|[/K| (as it was shown above), hence ||^/c|iLt|» < 12|17/(:|> which 
gives (ii) for these x,y. 
Let. us now verify (i) for x,y. Let us assume that e.g. x € Up, where P is 
a component from Ma, and y € UQ, Q € Mb. Then we have 
p(x, y) < p(x, vP) + p(vP, ua) + p(ua, uh) + p(uh, VQ) + p(vQ, y). 
The first addend is (by the assumptions on gp) at most min(yp(.r), Bp —gp(x)) — a, 
the second one is at most a and the third one is bounded from above by |<£(u&) — 
<)>(ua)\. The fourth and fifth addend are estimated similarly as the second and first 
one, obtaining the bound 
p(x, y) < min(gp(;r), Bp - gp(x)) + \(j>(ub) - <t>(ua)\ + min(gQ(y), BQ - gc?(y)) 
in total. At the same time, from the construction one easily gets exactly the above 
expression as the lower bound for the distance of gK(x) and gK(y). A similar 
reasoning proves (i) also in case when x £ K, y € L € My 
The reader who followed the proof up to this point will easily verify also the 
condition (iii) along similar lines. • 
The constant of proportionality in Theorem 2.1 can be improved by a more precise 
reasoning in the above proof, but it cannot be lowered to 1 by the above used 
method. Nevertheless, it seems that for every n-point metric space X there might 
exist an embedding into real line with distortion and most n — 1. 
4. Upper bound for distortion. 
In this part we prove an upper bound on dist(X, C Ek), where X is a n-point 
metric space. The proof uses the^ method of random orthogonal projection. Such 
methods working with a randomly chosen k-dimensional subspace are used in Ba-
nach space theory already for quite a long time (see e.g. [FLM77],[MiS86]). John-
son a Lindenstrauss used such a method to prove the following result ("flattening 
lemma" for finite subspaces of Euclidean spaces): 
Theorem 4.1. [JL84] For every e > 0 there exists a constant C = C(e), such that 
if X is a n-point subset of En for some n > 2, then dist(X,C JS?clo«n) < 1 + e . 
Let us remark that Theorem 2.2 does not give us such a precise result for k of 
order log n; to get this result, we would have to use fines estimates in the proof. 
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The proof method of [JL84] is the following: one proves, that the set of orthogonal 
projections f : En -~+ Ek, where k = Clogn, for which dist(f\x) > 1 + e, has 
a smaller measure than the set of all orthogonal projections. The way how this is 
computed in [JL84] is very elegant, but it is not clear how to use it for distortions of 
large order. We present here a different way of calculation, which gives (as we shall 
see later) almost exact result for a fixed k. In the definition of a random projection, 
we follow [JL84]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2: Let Qk : En —> En denote the projection on the first k 
coordinates (Q*(x i , . . . , x n ) = ( x i , . . . , x * , 0 , . . . ,0)). Let us consider the normal-
ized (probabilistic) Haar measure a on the orthogonal group 0(n) of all rotations 
of the space En around the origin. A random projection of rank k will be a random 
variable F on the probability space (0(n), <x), whose values are mappings En —• En> 
defined by F(U) = U*QkU, U € 0(n). In the sequel we shall write just / for F(U). 
For every unit vector z € 2£n, we shall bound the probability that a random 
orthogonal projection deforms it in such a way that its length falls outside an interval 
[a, b]. Due to the rotational symmetry we have for any unit vector z and number 
*€[0 ,1] 
Prob(\\f(z)\\ < t) = fa € Sn- i ; ||Q*(x)|| < i) , 
where ||.|| stands for the Euclidean norm, 5 n - i is the unit sphere in E
n and \i is 
the rotationally invariant probabilistic measure on it. 
We shall introduce the notation 
Pn,k(t) = A.(X € 5 „ _ i ; ||Qfc(x)|| < t). 
The expression for Pn,k(t) -
8 doubtlessly known (e.g. in statistics), but so far 
the author did not encounter an explicit reference. It is also not too difficult to 
calculate it, yielding a result 
(1) P„ ( t ( . ) = C n , i /
< x t - 1 ( l - x 2 ) ( » - * - 2 ) / 2 d x where 
JO 
(2) C M = ( f x
k~l(l - *2)<-*-2>/2 dx)-\ 
JO 
The above integral can also be expressed using the incomplete Beta-function (using 
a substitution u = x2) . This allows numerical estimates of the upper bounds on 
distortions, obtained by this method. We shall need to estimate Cn,jb
 s o w e express 
it using Beta-function: 
C~\~ ( ufe/2(l-u)<n-fc>/2cfti = B(ik/2, (n- ib) /2) , 
' Jo 
where B(p% q) denotes the Beta-function. Using Stirling's formula and by elementary 
calculations, one obtains the estimate 
(3) <?„,* < fc(2en/fc)*/2. 
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If X is a n-point subset of En, the points of X determine at most (n) direction 
vectors. If a, b will be such numbers that 0 < a < b < 1 and 
(4) (!|)(-v*(«)+(---v*(*))<-
then there exists such an orthogonal projection / of rank k, which contracts every 
distance in X at most a times and at least b times, so dist(f) < b/a. 
First we show that for a = (Zn2lky/n[k)""1 it is (5).Pn,*(a) < 1/2. Here it suffices 
to use the simple estimate 





The estimate for 6 is a bit more complicated. For every u € (0,1) the inequality 
(1 — ti) < e~~* holds. Using this for u = x2, we get that the expression under the 
integration sign in (Ela) is at most xh~~1e~~cx = e(k~~1)ln*~~cx, where we denoted 
c = (n — k — 2)/2. By an elementary calculation one verifies that the function g(x) = 
e(*-i)hix-c*
2 has its maximum in the point m = y/(k - l)/(n - k - 2) < y/k/n 
and it is decreasing on the interval (m, 1), so for 6 > m it is 
g(b) > J g(x)dx > (1 - Pn,к(b))/Cn,к. 
Let us put 6 = by/lan/n. In the following calculation, we use the bound (3) for 
Cnfk and then the assumption k < Inn: 
ln((fj.(l-Pn,k(b))) < 21nn + lnCn,* + Ing(b) < 
f JL "I M !• O 1 « Vi 
21nn+ -( lnn- lnk+ln2e) + lnk + -—-(lnlnn-lnn+21n5) r — 2 5 
2i -•> £$ n 
(5) < - In n + Jb/2. ln(ln n/k). 
The function k i-> k/2. ln(ln n/*fe) has a maximum for fc = In n/e, and for this value 
of k it has a value In n/2e. Thus, for all k in question, the expression (5) tends to 
—oo as n tends to oo. 
Hence, the numbers a, b can be chosen in such a way that 
b/a = O(n2tky/\ogn/k) 
and (4) holds, and this proves Theorem 2.2. • 
5. Lower bound for distortion. 
In this section we prove Theorem 2.3; we start by some definitions and lemmas. 
A subset N of a metric space (K,p) is called an e-net, if 
(i) For every x € X there exists y € N with p(xy y) < e, and 
(ii) Every pair of points in N has distance at least e. 
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Let sm denote the regular m-dimensional simplex (in E
m) with side length 1, 
By E m we shall denote the m-skeleton (the collection of all at most m-dimensional 
faces) of 52m+2- By a classical result of R. van Kampen, E m cannot be topologically 
embedded into E2m (for m = 1 we get just one of Kuratowski graphs - K5). Further 
let Sm denote the minimum distance of a pair of disjoint simplices in E m . 
L e m m a 5.1. 
(i) For every m>\,Sm> 1/2. 
(ii) For every fixed m, the following holds: for every e > 0 there exists an e-net 
in E m , consisting of 0(e~
m) points. 
PROOF : (i) Let hm denote the height of sm. It is not difficult to compute (by 
induction) that hm = y/(m + l) /(2m) > 1/2 (we omit this elementary calculation 
here). We will now show that Sm > /i2m+2- Let 5, s' £ E m be two disjoint simplices 
(sharing no vertex). Since a simplex is a convex hull of its vertices, some of the 
shortest segments joining s to s* starts in some vertex of s or 5', say in a vertex x 
of 5. Now the simplex s' must be completely contained in the facet of the simplex 
^2m+2 not containing .r, and this whole facet has distance li2m+2 from x. 
(ii) It is sufficient to prove the statement for a m-dimensional simplex instead of 
E m , since E m consists of a constant number of m-dimensional simplices. It suffices 
to use a standard volume argument: For every e > 0 the ^-neighborhood of a regular 
unit simplex in E2m+2 has volume O(em+2). If X is a 2e-net in this simplex, the e-
balls centered in points of X are disjoint and contained in the e-neighborhood of the 
simplex. Each of these balls has volume ft(£2nH~2), and this gives |K | = 0(e~m). • 
In the proof of Theorem 2.3 we use a result of T.Ganea [Gan59]. Let X, Y be 
metric spaces and e > 0. A continuous mapping / : X —> Y is called an e-mapping, 
when diam(f~"1(y)) < e for every y € f(X). Ganea proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.2. ([Gan59], Theorem 2) For every metric compact polyhedron X of 
dimension m ^ 2 there exists an e = e(X), such that if X admits a e-mapping into 
E2m, then X can be topologically embedded into E2m. 
Let us remark that a straightforward generalization of this result (for a polyhe-
dron of dimension m, embedded into Ek, m < k < 2m) does not hold; see e.g. 
[Gan59],[MaS66], [MaS67]. 
Ganea's proof implies the following (here the assumption m / 2 is already un-
necessary): 
Lemma 5.3. [Gan59] For e>Sm there exists no e-mapping o / E m into E
2m. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3: Let us start by a remark on extensions of Lipschitz 
mappings. It is known that for every n the following holds ([WW75]): When Y is 
a metric space, X C Y and / : X —• ^£0 is a Lipschitz mapping (here €J£> denotes 
the n-dimensional real vector space, equipped with the Loo-norm), then there exists 
an extension / : F - ^ of / with | | / | |L i p = | | / | |L l > . 
Let now / be a mapping from X to Ek, and let X C Y. If we formally identify 
Ek with €*,, we get that / can be extended to / : Y -4 €*,, with | | / | |L l > < | | / | | L i p 
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(with respect to the Loo-norm). If we now consider / as a mapping into Ek, we 
have H/IUip < v^H/IUip (with respect to the Euclidean norm). 
Let n be large enough compared to m. Our metric space X will be chosen as 
an e-net in E m , where e = 0(n"~
1/m), according to Lemma 5.1(ii). 
Let us assume that there exists a non-contracting mapping / : X —• E2m with 
Lipschitz constant D. Let / be an extension of / with domain S m with (by the 
above remark) ||/||Lt> = O(||/|,Lt>) = 0(D). By Lemma 5.3 the mapping / is not 
a 8m-mapping, which means that there exist two points x,y € S m , \\x — y\\ > 8m, 
with f(x) = f(y). Let us choose x' ,y ' € X in such a way that ||x — xf\\ < e, 
\\y — y \\ < £• Then ||x' - y'|| >Sm-2e> 1/4, hence (since / is non-contracting) 
also ||/(a:') — /(y')l! > 1/4. But at the same time 
||/(*') - /(y')ll < !!/(*') - /(*)|| + ||/(v) - /(y')|| = 0(De), 
soD = £l(l/e) = Q(n1/m). 
So far our metric space X lies in i£2 m+2 . Let us choose a homeomorphic em-
bedding h : S m —> £!
2 m + 1 with distortion bounded by a constant. The space 
X9 = h(X) has a bounded Lipschitz distance from K, and so it must also be 
dist(X', C E2m) = Q(n^m). m 
Remark: It would be also possible to choose X as the vertices of a triangulation of 
Em by simplices of diameter 0(e), and then take / as the simplicial extension of / . 
However, there are some technical difficulties in the construction of the appropriate 
triangulation, and the above proof is simpler. For small dimensions (m = 1,2) it is 
easy to find optimal triangulations of E m by regular simplices, and we get a slightly 
better constants of proportionality. 
Let us also remark that for the embeddings into E1 and JEJ2, it is possible to give 
completely elementary proofs (without the rather heavy machinery hidden behind 
the result of Ganea) using the non-realizability of a circle in the real line or of K5 
in the plane. 
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